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Abstract—In this paper we propose a highly optimized parallel and distributed BFS on GPU for Graph500 benchmark. We evaluate the performance of our implementation using TSUBAME2.0 supercomputer. We achieve 317 GTEPS (billion traversed edges per second) with scale 35 (a large graph with 34.4 billion vertices and 550 billion edges) using 1366 nodes and 4096 GPUs. With this score, TSUBAME2.0 supercomputer is ranked fourth in the ranking list announced in June 2012. We analyze the performance of our implementation and the result shows that inter-node communication limits the performance of our GPU implementation. We also propose SIMD Variable-Length Quantity (VLQ) encoding for compression of communication data with GPU.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graph500 [1] is a new benchmark for ranking supercomputers based on the performance of graph processing. Large graph analysis becomes more important in many fields such as social network analysis, electronic design automation and protein-protein interaction analysis. Since 1994, the best known de facto ranking of the world’s fastest computers is TOP500, which is based on a high performance Linpack benchmark for linear equations. As an alternative to Linpack, Graph500 was recently developed. Breadth First Search (BFS) is one of the core kernels of Graph500 benchmark.

Modern NVIDIA GPUs have very high peak computational performance. Utilizing GPUs requires many fine-grained parallel computations and regular memory access patterns. For dense matrix operations and image processing, exposing many fine-grained parallel computations and regular memory access patterns is easy. This enables these processors to achieve high percentages of peak floating point throughput and memory access bandwidth. However, a naïve parallel BFS algorithm is difficult to compute with fine-grained parallel computations, which SIMD GPU architecture requires for efficient processing. Also it has an irregular memory access pattern. Therefore, applying GPUs for graph processing has many difficulties.

In this paper, we propose an efficient parallel distributed BFS on GPU for Graph500 benchmark. We also analyze the performance and scalability of our implementation using the TSUBAME2.0 supercomputer. There are many papers for optimizing BFS. However this is the first paper applying thousands of GPUs for large scale distributed BFS, as far as we know. We use our highly optimized algorithm for computing distributed BFS. Our algorithm uses 2D partitioning-based method that is scalable on large distributed memory systems, and our algorithm also uses many novel techniques such as vertex sorting for reducing memory access cost, compression of communication data, and sharing visited vertices for reducing communication data. We also use many GPU specific techniques for implementing BFS on GPUs.

Here are the main contributions of our paper:

1. We propose a highly optimized parallel and distributed BFS on GPU using many GPU specific techniques for optimization.
2. We propose new technique, SIMD Variable-Length Quantity encoding which enables compression and decompression of integer values using GPU with low computation cost.
3. We give a detailed analysis of our GPU implementation of BFS.
4. We show scalability of our GPU implementation using 4096 GPUs on the TSUBAME 2.0 supercomputer.

Here is the organization of our paper. In Section II, we give an overview of Graph500 benchmark, base algorithm and GPGPU. We review related work in Section III. In Section IV, we explain our highly optimized algorithm for distributed-memory BFS. In Section V, we describe the details of our GPU implementation of distributed memory based BFS. We give the performance evaluation of our method in Section VI and describe concluding remarks and future work in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we give an overview of the Graph500 benchmark [1] and GPGPU.

A. Graph500 benchmark

In contrast to the computation-intensive benchmark used by TOP500, Graph500 is a data-intensive benchmark. It does breadth-first searches in undirected large graphs generated by a scalable data generator based on a Kronecker graph [2].

The benchmark has two kernels: Kernel 1 constructs an undirected graph from the graph generator in a format usable by Kernel 2. The first kernel transforms the edge tuples (pairs of start and end vertices) to efficient data structures...
with sparse formats, such as CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) or CSC (Compressed Sparse Column). Then Kernel 2 does a breadth-first search of the graph from a randomly chosen source vertex in the graph and creates a BFS tree.

The benchmark uses the elapsed times for both kernels, but the rankings for Graph500 are determined by how large the problem is and by the throughput in TEPS (Traversed Edges Per Second). This means that the ranking results basically depend on the time consumed by the second kernel.

After both kernels have finished, there is a validation phase to check if the result is correct. The validation phase uses 5 validation rules to check correctness of the result. For example, the first rule is that the BFS graph is a tree and does not contain any cycles.

The problem size is defined by a Scale parameter, which is the base 2 logarithm of the number of vertices. For example, the Scale 26 means 2\(^{26}\) vertices and corresponds to \(10^{10}\) bytes occupying 17 GB of memory.
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Figure 1. Degree Distribution of the Kronecker Graph used by Graph500

The Kronecker graph used by Graph500 benchmark has a skewed degree distribution. Figure 1 shows the degree distribution of the generated graph which has 4,096 vertices. The x-axis is the vertex ID sorted by degree and the y-axis is the degree (# of vertices). As shown in the graph, most of the vertices have low degrees and a small number of vertices have high degrees. The highest degree is more than 1,200.

B. **GPGPU (General Purpose computing on GPU)**

Applying GPUs, which are graphics processing units, to general purpose computing has become popular recently due to their relatively low cost and high performance. Modern NVIDIA GPUs have tens of processor cores and each processor core uses SIMD. In CUDA, which is the programming framework provided by NVIDIA, each SIMD lane is represented as a thread. A single SIMD instruction executes instructions of each thread in a group called a warp. A thread block is a group of threads that will be co-located on the same processor core and share a local scratch memory called shared memory. Threads in a group of thread blocks execute a single program that is called a kernel. A sequence of kernels is executed in a bulk-synchronous manner.

III. **RELATED WORK**

In this section, we give an overview of related work. Because large-scale graph analysis is a hot topic, there are many papers related to optimizing the performance of BFS.

A. **BFS on Distributed Memory Systems**

Yoo et al. [5] propose a 2D partitioning of adjacency matrix, which is scalable on large distributed memory systems and they present the performance of their implementation on BlueGene/L with 32,768 nodes. Our paper uses an optimized algorithm based on their 2D partitioning method.


Satish et al. [20] proposed an efficient distributed BFS for Intel CPU and Infiniband network supercomputers. Checconi et al. [21] proposed an efficient distributed BFS for BlueGene supercomputers. Both these two papers proposed novel algorithms that can reduce communication volumes dramatically. Reducing communication volumes is important for distributed BFS. The base ideas of reducing communication volumes on these two papers seem to be similar. Our approach for reducing communication volumes is partially the same as theirs but we have our own ideas such as SIMD VLQ.

B. **BFS on GPUs**

It is not easy to implement an efficient BFS algorithm on GPUs. Harish et al. [7] and Hussein et al. [8] implemented a simple and suboptimal algorithm on GPUs. Their algorithm inspects every vertex during every iteration.

Luo et al. [9] proposed a hierarchical queue structure to maintain a global queue on the GPU. Instead of inspecting every vertex, their algorithm inspects the vertices contained in the queue which is equivalent to CQ in the Algorithm I. Their algorithm is more efficient than the prior work. However their algorithm is not efficient for the graphs that have skewed degree distribution like Kronecker graphs.

Hong et al. [10] proposed warp based processing method on GPUs. Rather than threads, warps are used to read edge lists. With their method, GPU implementation can efficiently process the graphs that have skewed degree distribution. They improved their method [11] to use a queue instead of inspecting every vertex, when the number of vertices in NQ is small.

Merrill et al. [12] described highly optimized BFS implementation on the GPU. They proposed a novel dynamic scheduling technique on the GPU, which solves load imbalance from edge list expansion and enables efficient processing for any type of real world graphs. But their algorithm is optimized for a single node and can only handle several GPUs at maximum. Our GPU implementation uses their technique for edge list expansion.

C. **BFS on Other Architectures**

Agarwal et al. [2] proposed an efficient BFS algorithm for commodity multicore processors such as the 8-core Intel
Nehalem EX processor. They proposed a bitmap technique for reducing the amount of working memory. This technique is commonly used by many implementations including our GPU implementation.


IV. PARALLEL BFS ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe parallel BFS algorithms.

A. Level-synchronized Parallel BFS

Most parallel BFS algorithm use a "level-synchronized parallel breadth-first search", which means that all of the vertices at a given level of the BFS tree will be processed (potentially in parallel) before any vertices from a lower level in the tree are processed. The details of the level-synchronized BFS are explained in [3][4]. Let V and E is the vertex and edge sets of the graph and \( n \) is the number of vertices in V, \( m \) is the number of edges in E.

```
Algorithm I: Level-synchronized Parallel BFS

Input: \( r \) is the source vertex of BFS.
Output: PRED has predecessor vertices for each vertex and forms a BFS tree.

1. for all vertices \( v \) do
2.   \( \text{PRED}[v] \leftarrow -1; \)
3.   \( \text{VISITED}[v] \leftarrow 0; \)
4.   \( \text{PRED} [r] \leftarrow 0; \)
5.   \( \text{VISITED}[r] \leftarrow 1; \)
6.   Enqueue(NQ, r);
7. While \( \text{NQ} \neq \emptyset \) do
8.   \( \text{CQ} \leftarrow \text{NQ}; \text{NQ} \leftarrow \emptyset; \)
9.   for all \( u \) in \( \text{CQ} \) in parallel do
10.   \( u \leftarrow \text{Dequeue}(\text{CQ}); \)
11.   for each \( v \) adjacent to \( u \) in parallel do
12.     if \( \text{VISITED}[v] = 0 \) then
13.       \( \text{VISITED}[v] \leftarrow 1; \)
14.       \( \text{PRED}[v] \leftarrow u; \)
15.       Enqueue(NQ, v);
```

Algorithm I is the abstract pseudocode for the algorithm that implements level-synchronized parallel BFS. Each processor has two queues, \( \text{CQ} \) and \( \text{NQ} \), and two arrays, \( \text{PRED} \) for a predecessor array and \( \text{VISITED} \) to track whether or not each vertex has been visited. In many optimized implementations, \( \text{VISITED} \) is implemented as a bitmap, each bit of which represents whether the corresponding vertex is visited or not.

At any given time, \( \text{CQ} \) (Current Queue) is the set of vertices that must be visited at the current level. At level 1, \( \text{CQ} \) will contain the neighbors of \( r \), which is a source vertex of BFS, so at level 2, it will contain the pending neighbors (the neighboring vertices that have not been visited at levels 0 or 1). The algorithm also maintains \( \text{NQ} \) (Next Queue), containing the vertices that should be visited at the next level. We use the term, edge frontier, for the set of all edges to be traversed during that level. In other words, edge frontier is the set of all edges emanating from the vertices contained in \( \text{CQ} \).

\( \text{PRED} \) has predecessor vertices for each vertex. If an unvisited vertex \( v \) is found at line 12, the vertex \( u \) is the predecessor vertex of the vertex \( v \) at line 14. When we complete BFS, \( \text{PRED} \) forms a BFS tree, the output of kernel 2 in the Graph500 benchmark.

B. 2D Partitioning of Adjacency Matrix

We found that the 1D partitioning method is not scalable in [14]. For a scalable distributed parallel breadth-first search, a 2D partitioning of the adjacency matrix was proposed in [5]. Their scalable approach uses a level-synchronized parallel BFS and 2D partitioning method to reduce the communication costs. Our algorithm optimizes this 2D partitioning method and also uses further optimization techniques. Here is a brief overview of the 2D partitioning method.

```
A^{(1)}_{1,1} A^{(1)}_{1,2} \ldots A^{(1)}_{1,n}
A^{(1)}_{2,1} A^{(1)}_{2,2} \ldots A^{(1)}_{2,n}
\vdots \quad \vdots \quad \ddots \quad \vdots
A^{(1)}_{n,1} A^{(1)}_{n,2} \ldots A^{(1)}_{n,n}
```

```
A^{(2)}_{1,1} A^{(2)}_{1,2} \ldots A^{(2)}_{1,n}
A^{(2)}_{2,1} A^{(2)}_{2,2} \ldots A^{(2)}_{2,n}
\vdots \quad \vdots \quad \ddots \quad \vdots
A^{(2)}_{n,1} A^{(2)}_{n,2} \ldots A^{(2)}_{n,n}
```

Assume that we have a total of \( P \) processors, where the \( P = R \cdot C \) processors are logically deployed in a two-dimensional mesh which has \( R \) rows and \( C \) columns. We use the terms processor-row and processor-column with respect to this processor mesh. Adjacency matrix is divided as shown in Figure 2 and the processor \((i,j)\) is responsible for handling the C blocks from \( A^{(i)}_{ij} \) to \( A^{(i+1)}_{ij} \). In Figure 2, we assume that the edge list for a given vertex is a column of the adjacency matrix. Therefore, each edge list is divided and each block has partial edge lists. The vertices are divided into \( R \cdot C \) blocks and the processor \((i,j)\) handles the \( k \)-th block, where \( k \) is computed as \((j-1) \cdot R + i\).

Each level of the level-synchronized parallel BFS method with 2D partitioning is done in 2 communication phases called “expand” and “fold”. Before the expand phase, each processor has its own \( \text{NQ} \), which contains the \( \text{NQ} \) vertices owned by that processor. Assume that \( \text{NQ} \) contains the vertex \( v \). The processors in the same processor-column of the owner of \( v \) may have a partial edge list. Thus these processors need to know the vertex \( v \). Therefore, in the expand phase, every processor sends its \( \text{NQ} \) to all of the
other processors in the same processor-column and the received NQ becomes CQ. Then the edge lists of the vertices in CQ are merged to form a set of edge frontier. In the fold phase, each processor sends the edges of the edge frontier to the owner of their destination vertices. With the 2D partitioning, these owners are in the same processor-row.

The advantage of 2D partitioning is to reduce the number of processors that need to communicate. 1D partitioning requires all-to-all communication. However, with the 2D partitioning, each processor only communicates with the processors in the processor-row and the processor-column.

The algorithm of 2D partitioning method is shown in Algorithm II. We use bitmaps for CQ, NQ and VISITED. Each bit of CQ (NQ) bitmap represents whether the corresponding vertex is contained in CQ (NQ) or not. Each bit of the VISITED bitmap represents whether the corresponding vertex is already visited or not. The length of the CQ bitmap, NQ bitmap and VISITED bitmap is \( n/C \), \( n/P \) and \( n/P \) respectively.

In the fold phase, we do not have to send all the edges in the edge frontier. If a processor receives multiple frontier edges that have the same destination, this processor only needs one edge within these edges and the other edges will not be used. Therefore, a sender processor can reduce multiple frontier edges that have the same destination. This reduction operation, which we call reducing edge frontier, is important to reduce the communication data volume of the fold phase. [5] and [6] reduce the edge frontier in different ways.

**Algorithm II: Distributed BFS with 2D partitioning**

```
Input: r is the source vertex of BFS.
Output: PRED has predecessor vertices for each vertex and forms a BFS tree.

1. for all vertices v do
2.   | PRED[v] ← -1;
3.   | VISITED[v] ← 0;
4.   | PRED[r] ← 0;
5.   | VISITED[r] ← 1;
6.   | Enqueue(NQ, r);
7.   | fork;
8. for level = 1 to ∞ do
9.   | CQ ← all gather NQ in this processor-column; (expand)
10.  | NQ ← ∅;
11. for all u in CQ do
12.   | u ← Dequeue(CQ);
13.   | for each v adjacent to u do // using partial edge lists
14.     | send edge (u, v) to the owner of v;
15. for all received edge (u, v) do
16.     | if VISITED[v] = 0 then
17.         | VISITED[v] ← 1;
18.     | PRED[v] ← u;
19.     | Enqueue(NQ, v);
20. if NQ = ∅ for all processors then
21.     | terminate loop;
```

V. **GPU IMPLEMENTATION**

In this section, we give an overview of our algorithm and its GPU implementation and then describe the details of our method.

A. **Algorithm Overview**

We use a 2D partitioning method. The communication pattern and distribution of data such as NQ, CQ and adjacency matrix are exactly the same as the method described Section IV-B. We mapped a processor of a 2D partitioning method to a single GPU. We need CPU resources for communication between GPUs and some portion of computation. The compute node of TSUBAME2.0, we used for performance evaluation, has 3 GPUs and 2 CPU sockets, 24 CPU threads in total. We assigned 8 CPU threads to each GPU.

![Figure 3. Computational flow of one level at the level synchronized BFS on GPU](image)

Figure 3 illustrates the computational flow of one level of the level-synchronized BFS on each processor. We were able to implement most of the processing on the GPU, but since some portions of the code could not be executed efficiently on GPUs, we implemented those parts on the CPU. The number in Figure 3 is just a label and is not the order of processing.

The task 1-3 are the communication of the expand phase, which correspond to line 9 of Algorithm II. NQ is represented by a bitmap, and the bitmap can be used for communication, but if the number of vertices in NQ is small, the data becomes redundant which leads to low efficiency. Therefore, we dynamically select the data representation of this communication. The parameter \( \alpha \) is a threshold of selecting data representation. If the total number of vertices in NQ is more than \( \alpha n \), where \( n \) is the number of vertices in the graph, we use bitmap for communication. If it is not, we use a compressed vertex list, which is described in the next section. We used 1/16 for the parameter \( \alpha \).
Tasks 4-7 correspond to line 11-14 of Algorithm II. Task 4, Generating CQ list, is the process of listing up the word - within the CQ bitmap where at least one bit is set (we call this “non-empty word” and NW hereafter). A word is a data type that can be efficiently processed by GPUs. The current version of CUDA adopts 32 bits. The CQ bitmap can be used directly for further processing, but if the number of NW is small in the CQ bitmap, load imbalance may occur when processing this with GPUs. Therefore, it is better to retrieve only NWs and list them up. Task 5, Gathering edges, creates the edge frontier, the set of all edges emanating from the vertices contained in CQ, from the CQ list and adjacency matrix. Task 6, Filtering edges, reduces edge frontier. Section V-E describes this method. The implementation of this process is simple. It just checks a bitmap for the destination vertex of the edge.

Task 8 corresponds to line 15-19 of Algorithm II. This task receives a compressed edge frontier, transfers the received data to the GPU without any processing on CPU and all tasks are processed on the GPU.

We parallelized tasks 5-7 (sender processing) and task 8 (receiver processing). The CQ list within a single GPU is divided into several parts and processed in different kernel launches. The communication of the edge frontier will start immediately after the corresponding portion of the CQ list is processed. The received edge frontier is buffered and task 8 will start immediately after the size of the buffered edge frontier exceeds a threshold. This enables the overlapping communication with computation, which also reduces the working memory size. If we process all tasks 5-7 before starting task 8, all the edges that will be transferred to the other processors have to be stored on memory temporarily. This prevents the overlapping communication with computation and increases working memory size.

B. Expand Compression

The expand phase creates CQ by exchanging NQ with C processors in the processor-column. Our prior work [14] exchanges NQ by using the bitmap. However, if the number of vertices in NQ is small, the data becomes redundant which leads to low efficiency. Thus we propose the method of dynamically selecting the data representation depending on the number of vertices in NQ, whether it is a bitmap or a list of compressed vertices. This method reduces the communication data volume in the expand phase.

The compressed vertex list is generated by sorting out the vertices to be transmitted in a decreasing order of vertex id, computing the difference of the anteroposterior vertices id, and then compressing it with base 128 variable-length quantity encoding which is used by the standard MIDI file format and Google’s protocol buffers etc. We use general variable-length quantity (VLQ) for unsigned integers. In this encoding, an integer value will be one or more bytes. Smaller numbers will be smaller number of bytes. The most significant bit (MSB) of each byte indicates whether another VLQ byte follows. If the MSB is 1, another VLQ byte follows and if 0, this is the last byte of the integer. The remaining 7 bits of each byte form an integer. The least significant bit will be first in a stream. Because VLQ is byte-aligned coding, it is faster than bit-level coding such as Rice coding and Huffman coding. The data volume per vertex can be compressed to 1 byte at minimum. If the number of vertices in NQ is more than 1/8 of all the vertices, the bitmap as data representation becomes smaller. However if it is less than 1/8, the compressed vertex list could become smaller.

However, the method of employing the compressed vertex list needs the compression and decompression, and de-serializing the bitmap information after the communication. Thus if the data size of the compressed vertex list and bitmap are the same, it is efficient to conduct the communication with the bitmap information. We use the parameter α, a threshold of selecting the data representation. If the total number of vertices in NQ is more than α n, where n is the number of vertices in the graph, we use the bitmap for communication. If it is not, we use the compressed vertex list. We choose 1/16 for parameter α . Algorithm III shows the pseudocode for this process.

Algorithm III: Compressed Expand Communication

Input: NQ.

Output: CQ

α is a threshold of selecting data representation of expand. n is the number of vertices in the graph.

C. SIMD Variable-length Quantity Encoding

The compression method described in the previous section uses VLQ encoding to compress the communication data. But the original VLQ encoding cannot be processed in parallel. We propose a “SIMD VLQ Encoding” method to efficiently process the encoding with GPUs in this paper.

SIMD VLQ Encoding is optimized by considering the SIMD width of GPUs, where the order of VLQ bytes is changed. The originalVLQ Encoding allocates each VLQ byte of a single value in a contiguous fashion, whereas the SIMD VLQ Encoding method groups values by the SIMD width and each byte of VLQs is allocated in a following fashion. The first byte of each VLQ is contiguously allocated and the second byte, the third byte etc. is done in the same way. If there are no more bytes in the VLQ, the space for that VLQ is not allocated. Figure 4 shows the encoding example by SIMD VLQ Encoding in a case where the SIMD width is 4. In the figure, the sequence of “3,123456,80,300” is compressed into “03,C0,50,AC,C4,02,07”. The original sequence consumes 16 bytes if each value is represented by 4 byte values. The compressed sequence consumes only 7 bytes. For simplicity, this example in the figure employs a small SIMD width, but it is 32 in the case of CUDA. Algorithm IV is a code example of the decoding by CUDA. This figure only illustrates the decoding, but the encoding is also processed in the same manner.
Generating the CQ list is the process of listing up the non-empty words. The CQ bitmap can be used directly for further processing, but if the number of NW is small in the CQ bitmap, load imbalance may occur when processing this on GPUs. Therefore, it is better to retrieve only NWs and list them up. Our GPU implementation computes the offset of NWs with a prefix sum after counting the NWs. Merrill [15] describes several efficient prefix scan methods. We used a combination of his methods, which is two-level streaming reduce-then scan, two way conflict Brent-Kung parallel scan, and SIMD Kogge-Stone parallel scan. All these methods are explained in [15].

E. Gathering Edges

Gathering edges creates the edge frontier from the CQ list and adjacency matrix. If this process is implemented in a straightforward manner, load imbalance among GPU threads would become problematic. However, Merrill [12] proposed the solution for this load imbalance problem by what they call “Scan+write+CTA gathering” (CTA is the same as thread block in CUDA). Gathering edges needs the buffer for storing the gathered edges, but it is difficult to predict the necessary size of the buffer. Moreover, since the GPU memory size is limited, it is difficult to dynamically allocate the required memory during the kernel execution. Therefore, our implementation terminates the GPU kernel for gathering edges once the buffer is filled out, and afterward it again conducts the edge gathering processing for the remaining portion.

We intended to implement tasks 5-6, Gathering edge and Filtering edge, into a single CUDA kernel since dividing them into two kernels increases the memory access. If we implement task 5-6 by a separate kernel for each task, all the gathered edges have to be stored into memory and then read by the next kernel. If we can implement both tasks with a single kernel, gathered edges are processed at the same time and we need not store the edges to memory. Since the data size of the graph edges is large, we want to reduce the cost of writing/reading the edge data into/from memory. However, the single composed CUDA kernel requires a large amount of GPU registers, which leads to low efficiency. We compared the two methods and decided to choose dividing into two kernels since it has better performance than the single composed kernel.

F. Filtering edges

As mentioned in the Section IV-B, reducing the edge frontier is important to scalable distributed BFS. The edge frontier can be reduced before sending it to the owner processor of its destination vertex, and reducing the edge frontier is important to reduce the communication data volume of the fold phase.

Our prior work [14] does not reduce the edge frontier. Instead, our prior algorithm compresses the communication data. We are able to compress the data with low computation cost, but the communication data is relatively large even if it is compressed. Therefore the performance of our prior algorithm is limited by the communication cost.
1) Using Bitmap for Reducing Edge Frontier

In our new method, each processor has a bitmap whose each bit represents whether the destination vertex is visited or not. When we send the frontier edge, we mark the destination vertex of the frontier edge as visited. Before sending the frontier edge, we check whether the destination vertex is marked as visited in this bitmap and if it is marked we do not send that edge. We call this bitmap Shared Visited (SV). Satish et al. [20] also use the similar method to reduce the communication data volumes. With the 2D partitioning method, the length of SV is n/R bits. SV is different from VISITED of the Algorithm II. SV is the visited bitmap on the sender side for reducing frontier edge. VISITED of the Algorithm II is the visited bitmap on the receiver side, which avoids duplicate vertices from being queued into NQ.

2) Sharing Visited Vertices in the Same Processor-column

In the original 2D partitioning method, the expand phase sends NQ to the same processor-row. We propose the shared visited vertices technique for further optimization. In this technique, the expand phase sends NQ to the same processor-column as well as the same processor-row. After receiving NQ from other processors in the same processor-column, a processor updates the SV so that the vertices in NQ are marked as visited. Since the vertices in NQ are the vertices already visited, the processor does not need to send the frontier edge whose destination belongs to NQ. Therefore we mark NQ vertices as visited. This technique can further reduce the edge frontier.

3) Implementation Detail

Filtering edges reduces the edge frontier by checking the SV bitmap. Algorithm V shows the pseudo code for this process. In this process, the random access to SV is required and it is important to optimize this memory access.

```
Algorithm V: Checking SV (shared visited)

Description: checking the bit corresponding to the vertex v and updating it.
Input: w_idx is the word index that has the bit corresponding to v, mask is a word. In mask, one bit which corresponding to v is set.
Output: s is whether v is visited or not.

(A) “test-and-set”
1 s = !(atomicOr(&SV[w_idx], mask) & mask);
(B) “test and test-and-set”
1 s = 0
2 if(SV[w_idx] & mask) == 0) { 
3     s = !(atomicOr(&SV[w_idx], mask) & mask);
(C) “test and set”
1 s = 0
2 if(SV[w_idx] & mask) == 0) { 
3     SV[w_idx] = SV[w_idx] | mask;
4     s = 1;
}
```

First, we implemented the straightforward method illustrated in Algorithm V (A), which executes read and write with one single atomic operation. We call (A) “test-and-set”. We also implemented the optimized version, (B) and (C) that reduces the number of the atomic operations. The method (B) obtains the same computational result as (A). We call (B) “test and test-and-set”. The method (C) does not use any atomic operations. We call (C) “test and set”. With the (C) method, the update by some threads becomes invalid because SV cannot be updated in an atomic fashion in the case that more than 2 threads simultaneously update the same word.

G. Consideration on Performance Efficiency

Distributed BFS on GPUs has many difficulties that cause performance degradation in comparison to the single node case. In this subsection, we describe this topic.

When the problem size is larger than Scale 32, a 32 bit integer cannot represent the vertex id. We must use 64 bit integer for these large graphs. But current NVIDIA GPUs do not support 64 bit integer natively. A 64 bit integer is stored into two 32 bit registers and a 64 bit arithmetic operation is divided into multiple instructions, which degrades the performance. In our implementation, one edge is represented as 48 bit integer consisting of one 32 bit integer and one 16 bit integer. Reading one edge is divided into two memory operations. We also use many shift operations on 64 bit integer for computing owner processor of edges, local index of vertices and word index of bitmaps etc. Thus, our implementation requires 64 bit integers.

In addition to the above problem, inter GPU communication cost is large because a single inter GPU communication needs three steps, transferring from GPU memory to CPU memory, inter-node communication and transferring from CPU memory to GPU memory. Moreover, distributed BFS algorithm is more complex than single node algorithm. For example, our implementation uses 2D partitioning method, which needs two phase communication and computation whereas single node BFS can be implemented using only one phase. We need two steps of status lookup, SV and VISITED, for reducing communication data whereas single node BFS only needs VISITED. The efficiency of our GPU implementation of a distributed BFS will be much lower than the implementations of a single node BFS [11][12].

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We used TSUBAME 2.0 [16], the 21st fastest supercomputer in the TOP500 list of June 2013, to evaluate the performance of our GPU implementation.

A. Overview of the TSUBAME 2.0 supercomputer

TSUBAME 2.0 is a production supercomputer placed at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. TSUBAME 2.0 has more than 1,400 compute nodes interconnected by Infiniband network. Each TSUBAME 2.0 node has two Intel Westmere EP 2.93 GHz processors (Xeon X5670, 256-KB L2 cache, 12-MB L3), three NVIDIA Fermi M2050 GPUs, and 50 GB of local CPU memory. Each M2050 GPU has 2.8 GB of memory. Each of the GPUs in TSUBAME 2.0 has six physical cores and supports up to 12 hardware threads with Intel’s hyper-threading technology. Each node is interconnected by two links of QDR Infiniband. The total bandwidth is 8GB/s per direction. TSUBAME 2.0 uses a full-bisection fat-tree topology.
B. SIMD Variable-length Quantity Encoding

In this subsection, we give the performance evaluation of SIMD VLQ encoding, which we explained in the section V-B. We measure the speed of encoding and decoding the sequence which has uniform random values from 0 to N. Figure 5 is the comparison the speed of a single GPU and a sequential CPU implementation which uses simple VLQ encoding. The x-axis is the number N and the y-axis is log scale of the throughput, million values per second. Since the CPU implementation suffers branch prediction misses, the values of the sequence to be processed highly affect the performance of the CPU implementation. The GPU implementation, which uses SIMD VLQ encoding, is 11-25 times faster than sequential CPU implementation. This result shows that our SIMD VLQ method can fully utilize the GPU performance.

C. Evaluation Method

Next, we analyzed the overall performance of our GPU implementation of BFS. In the software environment we used gcc 4.3.4 (OpenMP 2.5) and MVAPICH2 [17] version 1.6 with a maximum of 1366 nodes and CUDA version 4.1. The CPU side of our GPU implementation uses a hybrid of OpenMP and MPI. Each MPI process hosts a single GPU, which corresponds to a processor of the 2D partitioning method. We used MPI allgather (v) for the expand phase communication. We used MPI isend/irecv for the fold phase communication to realize the overlapping communication.

The 2D-partitioning processor allocation $R \times C$ is shown in Table 1. $R$ and $C$ are determined under the policy of allocating denormalizers as similarly as possible. The number of MPI processes should be a power of two and the value of $R$ and $C$ was determined by the MPI processes irrespective of the number of nodes.

Table 1. The values of $R$ and $C$ with the # of MPI processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of MPI processes</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graph data we used is a Kronecker graph with the initiator parameters $(A, B, C) = (0.57, 0.19, 0.19)$, which is used in the Graph500. Since we mainly focus on the Graph500, we only test this graph. Edge factor, $t$, which corresponds to a process, is determined by a weak scaling fashion. We measured the performance of the base implementation, which communicates every expand phase with a bitmap and updates SV with the method (A) of Algorithm V. Expand compression improves the performance up to 25%. The method (B) or (C) of Algorithm V further improves the performance up to 58%.

We use expand compression and the method (B) of Algorithm V for subsequent performance evaluations.

D. Effect of Optimization

Figure 6 and 7 show the effect of the expand compression with SIMV VLQ encoding, described in the Section V-B and V-C. Base performance is measured when all expand communication is performed using bitmap. Optimized implementation dynamically selects the data representation. Both Figure 6 and 7 are measured by executing a full distributed BFS. The graph data size is determined by a weak scaling fashion. Figure 6 shows the total execution time of the expand phase and Figure 7 shows communication data size of the expand phase per GPU.

The result shows that expand compression can reduce both communication data size and execution time of the expand phase dramatically.

Figure 8 shows the execution time of filtering kernel in three updating SV methods. The execution time of (B) and (C) is less than that of (A). This result indicates that “test and test-and-set” method, which is proposed in [3] and effective on the CPU, is also effective on the GPU. Figure 8 also shows that there is no difference between (B) and (C).

We expected that (C) would be faster than (B) because (C) does not use atomic operations but the result is that there is no difference. It seems that the atomic operations on the cached memory address are very fast on the modern NVIDIA GPUs.

Figure 9 shows the overall performance of our GPU implementation and also shows the effect of optimizations such as the expand compression and updating SV without atomic operation. The problem size is in a weak-scaling setting and Scale 23 per GPU. The unit of y-axis is GTEPS (billion edges per second). In Figure 9, Base is the performance of the base implementation, which communicates every expand phase with a bitmap and updates SV with the method (A) of Algorithm V. Expand compression improves the performance up to 25%. The method (B) or (C) of Algorithm V further improves the performance up to 58%.

We use expand compression and the method (B) of Algorithm V for subsequent performance evaluations.

E. Profiling Execution Time and Communication Data Size

Figure 10 is the breakdown of overall execution time. There is little difference on the total GPU kernel execution time. But as the number of GPUs increases, wait time, which is the sum of CPU processing time and communication wait time, becomes larger.

Since CPU computation of our GPU implementation is very small, most of wait time is communication wait time. Our implementation utilizes the overlapping communication with computation except the expand communication. This result shows that the performance bottleneck of our GPU implementation is the network communication bandwidth. In case of 4096 GPUs, 58% of the total execution time is spent to network communication.

Figure 11 shows communication data size of each expand phase and fold phase. Figure 12 shows the size of data transferred between CPU and GPU, which increases proportionally to the communication data size. As the
number of GPUs increases, the communication data size of both the expand phase and fold phases becomes larger. In the case of the expand phase, communication data size will be larger in proportion to $R$ and $C$ because the communication type at the expand phase is a broadcast operation within the processor-column and processor-row. In the case of the fold phase, if $C$ becomes larger, there are more copies of SV. More copies of SV weaken the effect of reducing edge frontier. Thus communication data increases. Large communication data increases the time of BFS and degrades the performance.

The ratio of kernel execution time to total elapsed time using 256 GPUs is 71%, which demonstrates relatively high efficiency, but when using 4096 GPUs it is only 42%. If we can remove the communication bandwidth limit, the performance of our implementation will be double in the
case of using 4096 GPUs. Furthermore, we can increase the performance by further reducing the communication data volumes.

F. Comparison with CPU implementation

Figure 13 shows the performance of using 3 GPUs per node, 2 GPUs per node, and CPU implementation. The CPU implementation is based on the same algorithm as the GPU implementation, and it also uses hybrid of OpenMP and MPI. We submitted the score of the CPU implementation to the Graph500 as well as the score of the GPU implementation.

Our GPU implementation achieves 317 GTEPS on scale 35 with 1366 nodes and 4096 GPUs, while the CPU implementation achieves 211 GTEPS on the same problem size and the same number of nodes, which have 2732 CPU processors. The performance gain of the GPU implementation is only about 1.5 times. However, considering 58% of the execution time of the GPU implementation is spent on the network communication and the bottleneck of the CPU implementation is CPU computation time, the our GPU implementation is quite efficient.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we propose a highly optimized parallel distributed-memory BFS implementation on GPUs for the Graph500 benchmark, using SIMD VLQ encoding. We evaluate the performance of our implementation using TSUBAME2.0 supercomputer. We achieve 317 GTEPS for a scale 35 graph using 4096 GPUs. With this score, TSUBAME2.0 supercomputer is ranked fourth in the ranking list announced in June 2012. We analyze the performance of our implementation and our results show that the intermediate communication limits the performance of our GPU implementation.

For future work we will explore the parallelization of other graph algorithms on distributed memory systems equipped with GPUs.
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